
NATION X NEWS
Food Prices Go Up $1!
Store owners must deal with new taxes somehow.

	
 	

It seems like taxing the store 

owners has led to another, even 
more widespread problem.  

SYSTEM CHANGE: All of 
the food prices have been raised $1 
for everybody, so that the Store 
Owners can afford to feed their 
families and pay their taxes.

Some people are blaming the 
store owners, and others are 
blaming groups C and D.  Of 

course, we here at Nation X News 
do not really think that groups C 
and D can do anything wrong, so 
it must be the store owners’ fault.

Sources do say, however, that 
the store owners had no part in 
this decision, and in order to keep 
their stores open, absolutely had 
to raise the prices in order to 
survive.  In any case, they will have 
a tough job ahead of them today.

NATION X NEEDS TO MAKE SOME CHOICES 
Sources say that some members of 

all different groups have considered 
writing a Declaration of Rights.  Who 
should be allowed to help write it?  
What can it include?  Do we really 
need a Constitution or Declaration of 
Rights when we have such a fabulous 
King?  All of these questions will be answered in 
time, and probably by groups C and D, unless A and 

B can organize in enough time to 
make a difference.
	
 Some families in groups A 
and B have not eaten since the new 
tax was passed.  People with extra 
money can bribe others, which may 
encourage illegal activity just to 

survive.  These are troubled times for Nation X.  
What will become of us?
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The King is Great!
Long l i ve the King .  

Seriously, the King is so cool; 
we are really lucky to have 
such a great King.  Other 
nations’ kings are not nearly 
as cool as our King.  He just 
seems to do everything right; 
it just makes sense that he 
was sent to us from God.  
Our King could totally beat 
up England’s king.  We here 
at Nation X News support our 
wonderful, excellent, majestic 
and divine King 100%, and 
deny any terrible and false 
stories that may have been 
published in our newspaper, 
that expressed the stupid 
opinion that the King has too 
much and groups A and B 
don’t have enough.  They 
were all lies!  We here at 
Nation X News have learned 
our lesson.  We love the King!  
Everybody should love the 
King!  The King is awesome!  
Long live the King!

               -Editorial Staff


